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The Church in the World   ---   (Kirk; Roots of American Order, pp. 158-169)
This social institution, in St. Augustineʼs theology, is the image (copy) of Godʼs eternal 
city and the locus of His redemptive love on earth, though not without its sins?  The 
visible sacred society, in both Old and New Testaments, has its wheat and its tares, its 
elect and its non-elect, its faithful and its unfaithful, as Scripture reveals.  The elect, 
Augustine believed, are those sinners eternally foreknown by the Father, for whom full 
atonement was made by the Son, and in whom saving faith is wrought by the Spirit.

Confessions   ---   (Kirk; Roots of American Order, pp. 158-169)
This acclaimed classic, the only comprehensive autobiography of ancient times, was 
penned by the Roman Church Father (of North Africa), St. Augustine (354--430 AD)?  
The authorʼs motive, writes Kirk, was “not out of vanity, but because he felt impelled to 
tell others how he had been won to the love of God” from enslavement to fleshly lusts. 
Augustineʼs conversion was sparked, astonishingly, by attending randomly to a passage 
in St. Paulʼs Epistles after overhearing a child chanting “tolle lege” (pick it up, read it).

Original Sin   ---   (Kirk; Roots of American Order, pp. 158-169)
This doctrinal term, in the teaching of St. Augustine and in Christianity generally, 
signifies the spiritually corrupt nature all men are born with stemming from Adamʼs fall?  
The natureʼs essence is pride, that is, manʼs inclination to center the world in himself 
and do away with the rule of God, not to mention the traditions of his earthly fathers.  
Pride in turn inverts Godʼs design for man:  his appetites rule his reason, his body 
overpowers his soul, love gives way to lust in its various forms in his heart.

City of God   ---   (Kirk; Roots of American Order, pp. 158-169)
This magisterial classic of St. Augustine is one of historyʼs most profound reflections 
on the distinct natures of two kingdoms, one built by man, the other the work of God?  
Written between 413 and 426, the book was occasioned by the fall of imperial Rome, 
the Eternal City having been plundered by Alaric and his band of Goths in 410.  Pagans 
blamed things on the rise of Christianity for weakening ties to the gods and the state, 
but Augustine saw sin as the real culprit making all manʼs projects vulnerable to decay.

The State as Necessary Evil   ---   (Kirk; Roots of American Order, pp. 158-169)
This description captures well St. Augustineʼs view of the state or civil government, an 
institution ordained by God as the image of His fearful judgment?  Like everything else, 
sin, especially the libido dominandi, afflicts the state and its ruling class, princes who 
cannot make men good and who often fail their modest duty to safeguard civilization 
from barbarians.  Nevertheless, wrote Augustine, Christians must obey the authorities 
as far as conscience allows, for without them a worse outcome awaits (utter chaos).

(sources for the Q&Aʼs are indicated; any errors of judgment are those of Veritas 
history teacher Mr. Zaffini, writer of this post for his students and their families)            


